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After nearly 45 years, the 
art curtain that serves Stephen’s 
Auditorium is now getting the 
restoration and care that it 
needs.
Currently, the curtain is the 
largest and heaviest piece of art 
on campus and represents the 
agriculture and engineering as-
pects of Iowa State.
The maintenance and 
cleaning of the curtain is main-
ly done by Kate Greder, pro-
gram coordinator for University 
Museums, along with Amy 
Lowery, senior in anthropology, 
and Claire Kruesel, graduate in 
English.
When Stephens 
Auditorium was first opened in 
1969, the curtain made its first 
appearance to the public of 
Ames as well.
Greder said the curtain is 
tremendously important for a 
few reasons. When the audi-
torium opened, the New York 
Philharmonic and London 
Symphony came and played for 
five nights.
“The opening of CY 
Stephens Auditorium acknowl-
edged to the people coming in 
and out of Ames that this build-
ing has much to offer and that 
it holds traditions and heritage 
that makes Iowa State original,” 
Greder said.
Jasper William Fisher and 
his family, the original donors 
for the curtain, had an idea in 
mind of what they wanted the 
curtain to represent: engineer-
ing and agriculture of Iowa 
State.
The curtain was made in 
Kyoto, Japan, a four-month 
process. The project took seven 
people working continuously 
and cost $20,000.
Weighing 2,800 pounds 
and measuring 80 feet by 35 
feet, the curtain was carefully 
placed in a 40-foot wooden 
crate that ended up weighing 
5,600 pounds total. 
The curtain journeyed east 
through the Panama Canal 
and up the United States’ east-
ern sea boarder into the Saint 
Lawrence Seaway down to 
Chicago. Finally, the curtain 
was unloaded and placed in a 
tractor-trailer to its final desti-
nation — Ames.
Since the curtain is in 
need of renovation, Greder 
and Lowery have spent a large 
amount of their time cleaning 
and restoring the piece of art-
work back to its natural look. 
They use different cleaning 
tools such as vacuums, paint-
brushes and rags to restore it.
Both said the curtain was 
covered in dust. Before the duo 
started working on the curtain, 
the bright yellow fringes were a 
murky brown.
“It’s getting shiner and 
shiner as we keep going,” 
Greder said.
Lowery pointed out that 
the recognition of the curtain 
has declined in a way. She said 
the people who were in Ames 
for the opening of the audito-
rium remember the first glance 
of the curtain.
“Students in our genera-
tion have seen it during choir 
concerts and band concerts 
and that’s it. A few of my friends 
didn’t know that it existed,” 
Lowery said.
Lowery and Greder said 
the art curtain, in its own ab-
stract way, represents the heri-
tage for which Iowa State is 
known. Each section preserves 
a unique meaning that every-
one interprets differently.
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Information Technology 
Services at Iowa State is continuing 
to investigate why the ISU Alert sys-
tem did not work properly following 
the Nov. 3 police chase onto Central 
Campus.
The alert said shots were fired on 
Central Campus as a result of a police 
chase and the suspect was in custody. 
The message also advised students 
and staff to “avoid the affected area,” 
even though the situation had been 
resolved by the time many students 
received the alert.
Students, parents and staff who 
were signed up to receive the alert via 
text received them at different times, 
many receiving a message at 10:53 
a.m., and others around 11:15 a.m. 
Many who were supposed to receive 
a text did not receive one at all.
Additionally, the alert email sent 
out to those signed up to receive it 
went directly into their spam folder.
President Steven Leath sent a 
mass email to inform students and 
members of the ISU community that 
Warren Madden, senior vice presi-
dent of business and finance, will 
“conduct a comprehensive review of 
Monday’s incident in order to assess 
[the] response and act upon those 
lessons learned.”
“We certainly want to correct 
technology so people who want to 
be in the system are on it and that it 
works, and messages are getting de-
livered to the people and that they 
should be delivered to in the timeline 
the systems permit,” Madden said.
IT Services had said it was un-
sure as to why the Alerts did not work 
correctly. An investigation is still un-
derway as to what went wrong.
“The technology people through 
Jim Davis are working on the tech-
nology side to see if we can find out 
why people who have said they were 
in the system didn’t get the messag-
es,” Madden said.
Madden said he is working with 
the Department of Public Safety to 
improve training programs so there 
is a better understanding as to how 
they should respond to different 
situations.
Madden also said they are decid-
ing on whether or not it is necessary 
to provide a second message after the 
initial alert to give students, parents 
and faculty more information as to 
what occurred.
Renovation refines 
curtain, represents 
university values  
ISU Alert  
stays under 
investigation 
By Makayla.Tendall
@iowastatedaily.com
Another curtain call
Courtesy of Katharine Greder 
The curtain was donated by Jasper 
William Fisher, whom Fisher 
theater is named after, and his 
family to serve as an art piece that 
is representative of Iowa State and 
its values as a learning institution. 
By Lauren.Sroubek
@iowastatedaily.com
Murdoch steps down as coach of Cyclone Hockey after 43 years
After 43 years as the 
head coach of Cyclone 
Hockey, Al Murdoch has 
decided to hang up his 
skates and retire from the 
program.
Murdoch, who has 
led Cyclone Hockey since 
1970, announced Tuesday 
during “The Al Murdoch 
Show” on isuTV that he 
would be leaving the pro-
gram. He said his reason 
for stepping down during 
the season was he wanted 
to spend more time with 
his family.
“It just seemed to me 
that this was the time to 
step back from Cyclone 
Hockey,” Murdoch said 
Wednesday. “In 43 years, 
we had 1,070 wins. So I 
told them on the TV show 
last night that this was the 
last show forever … for Al 
Murdoch.”
On Monday, Murdoch 
said he met with Warren 
Madden, senior vice presi-
dent for business and fi-
nance at Iowa State and 
handler of the team’s 
budget and affairs. In that 
meeting, Murdoch and 
Madden came to the con-
clusion that it was time for 
Murdoch to step down.
This isn’t the first time 
Murdoch has thought 
about retirement. He 
pointed to a couple of oc-
casions during the past few 
years when he was advised 
to leave the program due 
to health reasons.
“Two years ago, I 
had pneumonia mid-
way through the season,” 
By Will.Musgrove
@iowastatedaily.com
Courtesy of Katharine Greder
The historic art curtain at Stephens 
Auditorium is getting a restoration 
after 45 years. The curtain, which 
is the heaviest piece of art on cam-
pus, represents agriculture and 
engineering aspects of Iowa State .
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For Transgender Day of Remembrance, 
students organized to bring Ellen Krug, a 
transgender activist, to Ames on Wednesday. 
Krug read from her book “Getting to Ellen” 
and led conversations about being transgen-
der and being true to yourself.
Krug is a columnist for Lavender maga-
zine, an LGBT-centered magazine and web-
site based out of Minneapolis. Krug also runs 
a nonprofit organization.
Krug finished the day at a lecture, titled 
“Living as Transgender,” from 8 to 9 p.m. in 
the Sun Room of the Memorial Union. The 
Sun Room was full, and event staff had to set 
out extra chairs as more people arrived.
Wednesday was National Transgender 
Day of Remembrance, a day to commemo-
rate the deaths of transgender people due to 
violence.
“They should and must be remembered 
and honored,” Krug said.
Krug said National Transgender Day of 
Remembrance was a convenient day for her 
to come down.
Parents and Families of Lesbians and 
Gays, Gamma Rho Lambda, The LGBT 
Ally Alliance, the LGBT Faculty and Staff 
Association, LGBT Student Services, Margaret 
Sloss Women’s Center and the Iowa State 
Committee on Lectures organized the events.
Krug focused most of the lecture on 
accepting and loving oneself and others.
“I believe that life is to be lived, not sim-
ply endured,” Krug said.
Krug said that when she looks at her 
body now, she sees a woman, the real her.
The Ames chapter of PFLAG initially 
contacted Krug to come and speak for an 
hour at one of its meetings, Krug said. Krug 
suggested PFLAG collaborate with other an-
other group to make the most of her trip from 
Minneapolis.
“I’m really a huge believer in groups col-
laborating,” Krug said. Collaboration helps 
build relationships between people and 
helps organizations like PFLAG connect with 
campus groups.
Krug said the attempted suicide rates 
among transgender people is 41 percent. 
Many transgender people are bullied. Krug 
Transgender activist Ellen Krug visits 
ISU campus for Day of Remembrance
By Greg.Zwiers
@iowastatedaily.com
Jonathan Krueger/Iowa State Daily
Ellen Krug speaks to a packed audience 
Wednesday in the Sun Room audience about 
living as a transgender woman. Krug, a Coe 
College graduate, was a defense lawyer when 
she transitioned from being male to female. KRUG p3 >>
For the second-consecutive 
game, ISU sophomore Georges 
Niang willed his team in the final 
minutes to an important win. This 
time, it was against BYU in a 90-88 
thriller Wednesday night in Provo, 
Utah.
On Sunday, it was six-straight 
points against then-No. 7 Michigan 
to seal a win, and against BYU, he 
scored the final three field goals for 
the Cyclones.
ISU seniors Melvin Ejim and 
DeAndre Kane were out of the game 
with Ejim fouling out and Kane get-
ting ejected for a flagrant two foul 
late in the second half. Dustin Hogue 
fouled out late with a block call un-
der the basket.
The trio of Kane, Ejim and 
Hogue combined for 50 points on 
17-of-30 shooting, 25 rebounds and 
seven assists before exiting. 
The final minutes without Ejim, 
Kane and Hogue left Iowa State with 
two freshmen, two sophomores and 
a junior college transfer on the floor.
With eight seconds left, BYU’s 
Tyler Haws drove right off a screen 
and rose up to shoot. 
Daniel Edozie came around the 
back side of the screen and reached 
out his  6-foot-8-inch frame to 
block the shot and secure the ball. 
His banked-in second free throw 
was the last point of the game.
Basketball 
wins game 
versus BYU
By Dean.Berhow-Goll
@iowastatedaily.com
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Members of the 
Government of the Student 
Body attended the Big 
12 Student Government 
Conference last week and 
have returned with new 
ideas for Iowa State, includ-
ing ways to change the cur-
rent GSB election process.
GSB Vice President 
Hillary Kletscher said the 
current length of Iowa 
State’s election cycle is un-
common compared to oth-
er Big 12 schools.
“Six weeks of cam-
paigning is exhausting, 
and so learning about how 
those other universities 
work and still get higher 
percentage voter turnout 
than we do was enlighten-
ing,” Kletscher said.
She said it is easier for 
a student to campaign hard 
for two weeks, opposed to 
campaigning for six weeks.
Kletscher also said 
other schools tend to have 
fewer restrictions for those 
campaigning.
“Candidates can go 
into classrooms if their pro-
fessor allows it,” Kletscher 
said. “They don’t require as 
many signatures, because 
that’s something that can 
take a significant amount of 
time.”
Kletscher also touched 
on the ability of other uni-
versities to campaign while 
the polls are open, some-
thing that violates the cur-
rent GSB election code at 
Iowa State.
“Other universities are 
allowed to campaign while 
the polls are open, and 
when we [informed them] 
that we can’t do that at Iowa 
State, they were shocked, 
to say the least,” Kletscher 
said.
Kletscher said the 
universities with higher 
voter turnout tend to have 
higher spending limits but 
also tend to have incen-
tives for voting.“[Incentives 
are] something that other 
universities have done, but 
that’s also something that 
I’m not interested in see-
ing at Iowa State, because I 
think having that nonbribe, 
fair vote is really impor-
tant,” Kletscher said.
Sen. Matthew Kerns, 
who attended the con-
ference, said that in the 
past, ideas implemented 
at Iowa State have come 
after attending the Big 12 
conference.
“[Kansas] has a student 
outreach program, that’s 
something we brought back 
from last years. Basically a 
better way of making sure 
that senators are essentially 
doing our job, represent-
ing students and reaching 
out, making sure that we’re 
always in constant con-
nection with the students,” 
Kerns said.
Kletscher said some-
thing else that could be 
implemented at Iowa State 
is a change in how office 
hours work for senators. 
Currently, GSB senators are 
required to have in-office 
hours and one out-of-office 
hour per week.
“Instead of being in 
our office, we actually 
have a setup so we have a 
table somewhere or some-
thing like that,” Kletscher 
said. “So you know that 
as a student you can go 
to this location, and there 
will be someone from GSB 
there.”Kerns said other uni-
versities have different gov-
ernment structures.“Some 
of them have bicameral 
legislative branches,” Kerns 
said. “A bill has to pass both 
the undergraduate and the 
graduate senate.”
Kerns said some uni-
versities have different ex-
ecutive structures.“Some of 
them have, instead of just 
a president, vice president, 
they’ll have a vice president 
of the interior and a vice 
president of the exterior,” 
Kerns said.
In addition to Kletscher 
and Kerns, President 
Spencer Hughes, Finance 
Director Dan Rediske, Chief 
of Staff Travis Reed, and 
Director of Special Events 
Amanda Loomis all attend-
ed the event.
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Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
Weather
Chance of rain.
Partly cloudy.
Sunny and windy.
Calendar
Find out what’s going on, and share your event with the rest of 
campus on our website, at iowastatedaily.com.
Wednesday
Family Program:  
Caterpillar Club
When
10 to 11 a.m.
What
Two to three books 
will be read at each 
children’s event along 
with interactive activi-
ties and crafts to follow. 
Materials are intended 
for children from ages 
2 to 7 years old.
Where
Reiman Gardens
CBE Graduate  
Seminar Series
When
11 a.m. to noon
What
Joan F. Brennecke from 
the University of Notre 
Dame will present on 
“Applications of Ionic 
Liquids in the Energy 
Field.”
Where
171 Durham Center
Iowa Energy  
Center Lecture  
Series: MidAmerican 
Energy Company’s 
Commitment to  
Wind Energy in Iowa
When
1 to 2 p.m.
What
Lecture presented by 
Dean Crist, vice presi-
dent of regulation at  
MidAmerican Energy 
Company. The lecture 
will be offered as a 
webinar or audience 
members needed to 
RSVP by Nov. 13.  
A reception will  
follow the lecture.
Where
Cardinal Room,  
Memorial Union
Open forum:  
Associate dean of 
students candidate
When
1:30 to 2:30 p.m.
What
Debra Sanborn is one 
of four finalists inter-
viewing for the associ-
ate dean of students 
position. Sanborn is 
director of the Hixson 
Opportunity Awards 
and National Exchange 
program in the Dean of 
Students office.
Where
136 Union Drive  
Community Center
Public hearing:  
Regents’ agenda
When
6 to 7 p.m.
What
Individuals will have 
the opportunity to add 
input on the Board of 
Regents’ agenda items 
for the Dec. 4 meeting.
Where
Oak Room,  
Memorial Union
International Week: 
International night
When
6 to 10 p.m.
What
Multicultural student 
organizations will pres-
ent modern dances, 
songs, and heritages 
from around the world. 
The event is free to all 
participants and doors 
will open at 6 p.m. 
The event is part of a 
weeklong program of 
international events.
Where
Great Hall,  
Memorial Union
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Courtesy of Spencer Hughes 
From left: Dan Rediske, Travis Reed, Matt Kerns, Spencer Hughes, Hillary Kletscher and Amanda 
Loomis attended a Big 12 conference and gained ideas on how to change GSB’s election process.
Winter is the time of year 
when Iowa sees the flu in its highest 
concentrations.
Students are at higher risk because 
they don’t get out as much, and lack 
of activity can have an impact on the 
immune system, said Laura Knowles, 
nursing manager at the Thielen 
Student Health Center.
Nick Dilley, junior in business, 
tries to get out but spends a lot of his 
time during the week inside.
“I feel like during the school week, 
I spend more time inside, but over 
break, I’ll be out snowboarding a ma-
jority of the time,” Dilley said.
Doing something active during 
the winter is important, Knowles said. 
Even if students don’t want to walk 
to the gym, doing something like tak-
ing a walk and getting some fresh air 
will perk up the defenses their bodies 
have.
“The winter is cold and dry. People 
get easily dehydrated and don’t realize 
it, which decreases your immune sys-
tem response, and that is our typical 
standard flu season as well,” Knowles 
said.
Knowles said other things like 
smoking and alcohol can weaken your 
immune system. She suggested eat-
ing more healthy foods and increasing 
clear liquids overall — especially wa-
ter — and decreasing sugary foods or 
drinks. “Full-strength” fruit juices and 
any refined sugar consumption are 
better for you.
“Eating healthy, three meals a day, 
decreasing your sugar intake, staying 
active and exercising automatically 
give you an edge because it increases 
your immune system,” Knowles said.
Effective at home remedies like 
saline nasal rinse, salt water gargle 
and hand washing more often also de-
crease the risk for bacterial infections 
and passing illness Knowles said.
Knowles said increasing hand 
washing is the No. 1 way to fight any 
infection.
“People think it’s kind of crazy, 
but you really should wash hands your 
hands for a full 20 seconds clear up to 
your wrists with your fingers interlaced 
under your nails, around your knuck-
les, around any jewelry,” Knowles said.
Common everyday surfaces like 
door knobs, desks, faucet handles, cell-
phones and the general hygiene of the 
surrounding environment can be the 
leading cause for the passing of illness-
es around campus.
“If one person coughs in the lec-
ture they affect everyone around them, 
and to think they go to their other lec-
tures and do the same thing,” Dilley 
said.
Knowles said that when people 
cough or sneeze into the air, it takes 
about 3 to 4 feet for the average cough 
or sneeze before it starts to fall down 
toward the ground.
“So anyone who’s standing within 
that 3- to 4-foot range is likely to get ex-
posed to germs just by closer contact,” 
Knowles said.
Staying active is something stu-
dents can do to boost their immune 
system during the flu season, Knowles 
said. While at the gym, Knowles high-
ly suggests students wipe down the 
equipment.
“I like to workout in the winter 
time to stay in shape for snowboarding. 
I feel that working out makes me feel 
more active, and it cleanses my body of 
any unwanted toxins,” Dilley said.
Another way students can prevent 
themselves and others from getting 
sick is getting the flu shot.
“Get your flu shot because some 
protection is better than no protection, 
and with the flu shot you protect other 
people as well,” Knowles said.
Knowles said that if someone gets 
a flu shot, it can protect those around 
them as well because of their immunity.
GSB members gain election 
ideas from Big 12 conference
By Brian.Voss
@iowastatedaily.com
Flu season descends upon ISU
Illustration: Jen Hao Wong/Iowa State Daily
Hand washing is the No. 1 way to fight 
off sickness. A full 20 seconds of wash-
ing is the best way to protect against 
disease. Staying hydrated and eating 
healthy foods also help fend off sickness.
By William.Byal
@iowastatedaily.com
After many years of performing poultry research at 
Iowa State, Hongwei Xin, professor in agricultural and 
biosystems engineering, has been named the Iowa Egg 
Council’s first endowed professor.
Xin has worked at Iowa State for 20 years and has 
conducted poultry research for much of his time at Iowa 
State.
“We thought it was important to recognize him,” 
said Kevin Vinchattle, executive director of the Iowa Egg 
Council. “He’s a unique resource and a highly valued 
resource.”
Vinchattle said he has known Xin for many years as 
Iowa State and the poultry industry have worked together 
to improve production. This year, the Iowa Egg Council 
decided to start an endowment where it will help fund 
research.
“Many years ago we saw the poultry industry was 
going by the wayside,” Vinchattle said. “We are going to 
produce more food to feed a hungry world. I just can’t say 
enough about the impact.”
Xin, who was born in China, also is focused on the 
impact of the poultry industry on the world.
“I was city-born and country-bred in China,” Xin 
said. “It was not uncommon for me to go to the fields to 
work and then go to bed hungry. We didn’t have enough 
food to eat. That’s kind of where my passion originated.”
Xin came to the United States when he was 21 years 
old to do his graduate work at the University of Nebraska. 
He said that at the time, China was just beginning to open 
up to the United States.
“I want to make a difference in terms of producing 
food and supply,” Xin said.
Currently, Xin works on researching ways to make the 
air quality of poultry and swine buildings better. He is also 
collaborating with different universities and companies 
to create different production systems and better hens.
Xin also has studied the history of the poultry indus-
try extensively.
“We’ve looked at U.S. egg history advancement from 
the last 50 years,” Xin said.
The findings, Xin said, were that the laying hens 
needed to keep the same production rates while using less 
resources, which would also reduce the carbon footprint.
“The industry constantly looks at improved produc-
tion systems,” Xin said. “What we do here [at Iowa State] is 
pretty much applicable to the entire world and beyond.”
Xin said the Egg Industry Center, which is the pro-
gram he is endowed under, received $2 million more from 
the Iowa Egg Council toward the endowment. The goal is 
$10 million.
Xin said he was surprised when he was named as the 
endowed professor. He credits much of the work done 
at Iowa State to other professors working on poultry 
research.
“When I received the notification from the dean, I 
was surprised and honored,” Xin said. “I’m very grateful 
and honored. I’m the lucky one.”
Xin named Iowa Egg Council endowed professor
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By Kelsey.Litterer
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Hongwei Xin, director of the Egg Industry Center and professor in agricultural and biosystems engineering, was named the 
inaugural Iowa Egg Council’s endowed professor. His goal is to make the industry more sustainable by providing information.
Murdoch said. “What does Murdoch do? 
He coaches through it. My doctor told 
me I was an idiot and that I should have 
taken a break. Last year, I had cancer and 
coached through it and beat it.
“So when is a good time to leave? 
People tell me you don’t wait until you 
have to leave coaching due to illness 
or sickness. So I made the decision on 
Monday that I was going to step away 
from hockey.”
Murdoch, 67, said the decision to 
leave the program was made because he 
wanted to make sure he had time to spend 
with his family when he is healthy.
“I want to do some things with my 
wife and my kids,” Murdoch said. “Should 
it have been two years ago when I had 
pneumonia? Maybe. Should it have been 
last year when I had cancer? Maybe.”
Last weekend, Cyclone Hockey swept 
No. 2 Minot State in a two-game series. 
Murdoch said he decided to retire after 
the series because he wanted to go out on 
top.
“I wanted to take the high road,” 
Murdoch said. “I wanted to leave on a high 
note and as a winner.”
The players within Cyclone Hockey 
have elected ISU assistant coach Jason 
Fairman to take over Murdoch’s role as 
coach for the rest of the season, Madden 
said. This is Fairman’s first year at Iowa 
State.
At the conclusion of the season, 
Madden said the team will evaluate who 
would be the best fit to replace Murdoch.
“The players have indicated that to 
me that they would like Jason Fairman to 
continue on as head coach,” Madden said. 
“He has been one of the assistant coaches 
who has a fair amount of experience. And 
I think that is the path we are on for the 
moment.”
Fairman said the style he wants to 
bring to Cyclone Hockey will mirror that 
of Cornell Hockey. Fairman played for 
Cornell and was an assistant coach for the 
program.
“Every coach has their own phi-
losophy on how things should be done,” 
Fairman said. “I’m a product of what I 
have been in. I played at Cornell; I coached 
at Cornell. I have a lot of respect for the 
coach at Cornell, Mike Schafer. If anyone 
knows anything about Cornell Hockey, we 
will mirror that style a little bit.”
The players were informed that 
Murdoch was leaving the team shortly af-
ter Murdoch made the decision Monday. 
Murdoch said that in a few years if a chance 
to work with Cyclone Hockey again arose, 
he would have to think about it.
When asked how he thinks the play-
ers will remember him, Murdoch said he 
hopes, even though he was a tough coach, 
the players will understand in the future 
that his methods were only to help make 
them better hockey players.
“My experience has been that I wasn’t 
necessarily Dr. Hockey or Mr. Popularity 
when coaching them,” Murdoch said. 
“But two or three years after, it all of sud-
den hit them, ‘That’s why he did those 
things. That’s why he required us to look 
like All-Americans.’ So sometimes it does 
take that two or three years.
“But I hope that they would have a 
positive warm feeling about me down 
the road.”
Iowa State Daily
Coach Al Murdoch makes a phone call to raise funds for the hockey team on April 3, 2013 at 
Hyland apartments. Murdoch has opted to retire after a 43-year coaching career with ISU.
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Spencer Hughes, president of the 
Government of the Student Body, focused 
on the areas of transparency, connection 
and creative problem solving in his State 
of the Student Body Address.
Hughes said GSB has taken steps in 
the area of transparency by video record-
ing and posting every senate meeting on-
line, and by GSB leadership providing de-
tailed reports available for everyone.
Hughes said steps can be taken to im-
prove transparency in the area of financial 
matters.
“I have long called for a financial in-
formation on account balances, bills, 
transfers and all transactions to be posted 
on our website publicly. I am now making 
this a priority to facilitate between our fi-
nance director and our finance member-
ship,” Hughes said.
Hughes suggested changing the cur-
rent office hours system used by GSB 
members.
“I’ve worked with some GSB leader-
ship to develop an idea that would change 
an office hour requirement to one that 
would have GSB membership staffing a 
booth at Parks Library, where a topic of the 
day for student feedback would be pre-
sented,” Hughes said.
Hughes said implementing the new 
GSB mission statement has been a step in 
the area of problem solving.
Hughes said service and improve-
ment are of utmost importance for mem-
bers of GSB
“How can we best serve students? In 
what way does this improve the student 
experience? How are we serving? How are 
we improving? These are the questions 
that we should be focusing on,” Hughes 
said.
During the meeting, Katelynn 
McCollough, editor-in-chief of the Iowa 
State Daily, presented. Currently, the Daily 
has $110,000 contract with GSB every year 
to pay for printing and distribution for 
copies of the newspaper.
McCollough said the Daily is a non-
profit corporation.
“The IRS, the official is (501(c)(3)), 
which means that we’re exempt from cer-
tain taxes, and that’s because of the size of 
our budget,” McCollough said.
McCollough said the Daily does utilize 
a publication board which is made up of 
students, faculty and community mem-
bers and anybody can apply to be on the 
publication board.
“They’re involved in a lot of our 
funding decisions, our bylaw decisions, 
rebranding, anything like that has to 
be voted on by the publication board,” 
McCollough said.
McCollough said the Daily is rated 
as one of the top 10 student newspa-
pers in the country by the College Media 
Association. In addition, she also noted 
the Daily has won 16 national awards in 
the last five years.
McCollough addressed concerns 
about the ability of all ISU students to 
work for the Iowa State Daily.
“Any student may apply and be in 
a paid position; they simply can’t cover 
themselves. So they could not be the [GSB] 
member that’s covering GSB members, 
and when it comes to our editorial board 
… it’s difficult for them to sit in that posi-
tion because the editorial board often dis-
cusses matters of GSB,” McCollough said.
Jake Miller/Iowa State Daily
Spencer Hughes delivers his presidential address to the Government of the Student Body. 
Hughes discussed how GSB has been taking steps to reach the long-term goals he set in April.
Hughes’ address covers 
transparency, connection
By Brian.Voss
@iowastatedaily.com
was a defense attorney before transitioning and had to 
close her office after transitioning because she lost too 
many clients.
“Repel all negativity,” Krug said. 
All people are worthy of breathing the same air and 
are worthy of life regardless, she said.
Krug shared the story of an attorney she had worked 
with, but didn’t know well, who called her a few months 
after her transition to see how she was doing.
“It’s a phone call I will remember for the rest of my 
life,” Krug said.
Krug urged those in attendance to reach out to others 
because it is worth it and can be a large source of strength. 
She said reaching out is the essence of being human.
Krug read excerpts from her book and answered 
questions at a signing at the Octagon Center for the Arts 
in downtown Ames from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. and led dia-
logue on transgender issues for both a group of strictly 
transgender students and for the larger LGBT community.
“I’m delighted that Ellen was with us the entire day,” 
said Brad Freihoefer, LGBT Student Services coordinator. 
He said having Krug come was helpful to start conversa-
tions that can lead people to the resources that can help 
them.
“Having Ellen on campus is a major step toward get-
ting to that goal,” Freihoefer said. 
Having Krug at Iowa State allowed for “really criti-
cal issues” to be talked about. The conversations al-
low people to be able to support one another better, 
Freihoefer said.
“I have been treated like a rockstar today,” Krug said.
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With record-breaking enrollment at Iowa 
State this year, campus has seemed more full 
than ever. More than 33,000 students pack the 
classrooms, sidewalks and buses. However, 
that increase in student population does not 
account for the total increase in CyRide use 
that many have witnessed. Some students find 
themselves having to wait for the second or 
third bus before finding one that has enough 
room to board.
Though the recent increase in student 
numbers is about 6 or 7 percent, the increase 
in CyRide ridership hovers around 19 percent 
— much higher than a burgeoning enroll-
ment can account for alone. Part of this may 
be caused simply by more students taking 
advantage of the free transportation system, 
but it seems unlikely that that would be the 
sole reason.
Regardless of blame, CyRide systems are 
overburdened and in order to expand routes 
or increase the number of available buses, 
funding must come from somewhere. A 
Government of the Student Body meeting on 
Nov. 13 was joined by the Ames City Council in 
order to address this among other issues that 
face the populations of Ames and the univer-
sity. Solutions that have been offered include 
adding new 3 Blue CyRide routes on Sundays 
as well as potentially more 4 Gray and 1 Red 
routes. These routes would help with areas of 
new development that need transportation 
services, as well as decongesting the most 
packed of the buses.
Heavily tied to the university and student 
use as CyRide is, some may feel that this fund-
ing should come from students. However, this 
is problematic, as students are already charged 
in a multitude of ways for the “free” bus ser-
vice. A sliver of tuition dollars goes toward the 
service, as does some of the student activities 
fee that each ISU student pays. Additionally, 
most ISU students live in Ames, and thus pay 
the Ames property/utilities tax via whatever 
home or apartment in which they reside.
GSB President Spencer Hughes, among 
other representatives, finds increasing student 
fees to accommodate the increased ridership 
to be unacceptable. CyRide’s funding comes 
from three partnered groups: the city of Ames, 
Iowa State and student fee dollars. Because 
of this, many (including Hughes) feel that the 
needed funding should be provided by all 
three groups.
The argument against this is that ISU 
students account for approximately 90 percent 
of ridership, though the student portion pays 
for only 60 percent of the operating cost. The 
disparagement between these two numbers 
seems to justify an increased student fee, but 
Hughes feels that these numbers are an “over-
simplification” of the problem.
As previously mentioned, students pay 
for the CyRide bus services in more ways than 
one. In addition to the “student fees” portion 
of the funding, it is students’ tuition that indi-
rectly funds the university’s portion of CyRide 
funding. Also, the property tax that Ames 
collects from students that are residents of 
Ames indirectly funds Ames’ various utilities, 
including CyRide.
Considering that ISU students are already 
paying for CyRide in so many ways, it seems 
unfair to ask for the increased need for fund-
ing be collected from student fees alone. With 
the increase in enrollment and student use of 
the buses, it is reasonable to ask for them to 
partially fund the added services. However, the 
other two groups in the partnership, the city of 
Ames and the university, should assist with the 
expansion.
A need for more buses and routes is just 
another part of ISU’s growing pains. However, 
with students already paying threefold for the 
CyRide service, it is unfair to extract all expan-
sion funds from them. If the financial backing 
of CyRide is truly a partnership, all partners 
need to do their share.
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Ames, Iowa State 
must agree on 
CyRide funding
Sexism, racism and any other unjust discrimina-tion are ugly realities. 
No one can reasonably say 
— even in today’s age — that 
these are merely unpleasant 
memories. The truth of the 
matter is, there are still those 
out there who view others as 
intrinsically lesser because of 
gender, skin color and a host 
of other personal or outward 
descriptions.
The response to these 
unfair attitudes has been 
getting better. No longer can 
employers legally pick and 
choose their employees or 
customers based on these 
arbitrary distinctions. No 
longer can violent acts com-
mitted in hate of a particular 
type of person go unseen in 
the eyes of the law for what 
they really are.
Among personal beliefs, 
things are hopefully get-
ting better as well. There are 
undoubtedly still offensive 
beliefs that fly in the face of 
reason and acceptances of 
shamefully prejudiced com-
ments or jokes, but these are 
not the all-pervading, mean 
spirited forms such hostili-
ties used to take.
With these lingering 
attitudes, there have rightly 
been countless campaigns to 
raise discrimination aware-
ness and to fight for equality 
in work, politics and nearly 
every sphere of life. Some of 
these campaigns, however, 
end up fighting battles for 
unequal treatment in their 
greater search for equality.
One of these groups is 
the well-respected Women 
in Politics Foundation. 
Its ultimate goal of seeing 
“greater parity with women 
occupying at least 50 percent 
of all national and statewide 
elective offices in the near 
future.” Sounds wonderful. It 
only stands to reason that if 
over 50 percent of our popu-
lace is female, we should 
expect nothing less than 50 
percent of our elected repre-
sentative to also be female, 
right?
Unfortunately for the 
foundation, that is not 
how our system of gov-
ernment works. We in the 
United States have what 
are called single-member 
districts, meaning that all 
of the people of a certain 
geographical area vote for 
their representative(s). We 
do not assign political office 
based upon the proportions 
at which various groups are 
found in our electorate.
Before you get any ideas 
otherwise, I am not suggest-
ing that women (or any other 
historically discriminated 
group) cannot make effective 
politicians. Many people of 
every race, gender and creed 
can and do represent their 
fellow citizens perfectly well.
What I am suggesting 
is that it is wrong to have 
any bias toward one gender 
(or race, religion, etc.) over 
another. To their credit and 
to the credit of groups like 
theirs, the foundation is clear 
that they are supporting 
qualified women. However, 
the very idea that there is 
some quota which must 
be filled before equality is 
achieved is itself a discrimi-
natory view.
Real equality does not 
necessitate a direct correla-
tion between the demo-
graphics of every career or 
every political body and the 
demographic splits of our 
nation on average. What 
is far more important is 
an equality of opportunity 
(hence that oft-repeated line 
“[company name] is an equal 
opportunity employer”).
The problems with not 
engaging in discrimina-
tory aid to those who are 
already at a disadvantage 
are clear, however. It is a 
self-perpetuating cycle that 
advantages certain groups, 
telling them and all others 
that they are better able or 
just plain better. When the 
prophecy usually comes true, 
it is monumentally difficult 
to overcome and change 
societal expectations.
These kinds of changes, 
when not accompanied by 
“reverse discrimination” are 
maddeningly slow. They are 
also real.
If it was somehow 
magically decided that in 
the next round of national 
and statewide elections, half 
of the winning candidates 
would be female, would that, 
in and of itself, mean that we 
were now a nation of gender 
equality? Of course not. 
While there is something to 
be said for people becoming 
accustomed to such changes 
only after they actually occur, 
our gender issues go deeper.
Valiant though the 
various works of advocacy 
groups everywhere are, the 
only way to real equality is 
for each equality revolution 
to be an organic, natural 
process. If it seems like such 
a landscape will never come, 
then we have more in com-
mon with our ancestors than 
we may think.
How incomprehen-
sible would it have been 
for women who had just 
received the right to vote in 
1920 that their daughters and 
granddaughters would make 
up almost 20 percent of our 
national Legislature? How 
ludicrous would it seem to 
those just removed from the 
shackles of American slavery 
that a mixed-race man would 
ever become president of the 
United States?
In an example that 
might very well come to 
fruition in the near future, it 
would be wrong to vote for 
a presidential candidate just 
because he is male. Under 
an assumption of equality, 
it would be just as wrong to 
vote for one merely because 
she is female.
It is good that many 
of us want to assist and 
bolster equality efforts in our 
country; that is a certainly 
an admirable and worth-
while ambition. However, 
every chance for equality 
needs balance. If historically 
discriminatory attitudes are 
on one side of equality, it can 
be tempting to jump as far to 
the other side as possible in a 
wild attempt at equilibrium.
Instead of giving in 
to that temptation, real 
advancement is best served 
by staying the middle course, 
slowly but surely drawing 
others into the same fine line 
of equality.
“Every nonmarried girl age 7 to 16 will have the chance to flee to safety or get raped.”
This is one of the first sentences in a 
piece titled “The Assam Rape Festival In 
India Begins This Week.”
The piece goes on to quote the lead-
er of the event: “This is a long-time tra-
dition in Assam dating back thousands 
of years; we rape the evil demons out of 
the girls — otherwise they will cheat on 
us, and we will be forced to kill them. So 
it is necessary for everyone.” The trophy 
of the event goes to the man who rapes 
the most young women and is named 
after a 43 B.C. man who successfully 
raped every woman in the village.
The men who partake in the event 
supposedly train year-round and the 
women look forward to participating in 
the “game” because it’s better than get-
ting stoned.
If you aren’t familiar with the 
reporting organization The National 
Report, it might take a minute to gather 
that this is a satirical website and that 
this article is entirely fake. The National 
Report does not advertise anywhere that 
it is satire, nor does it have the wide-
spread reputation of The Onion.
The article even lists a phone 
number to contact in regards to the 
rape festival, which humorously takes 
you to Fred and Margie Phelps, who are 
important members of the infamous 
Westboro Baptist Church. That might be 
the only entertaining bit of this entire 
“satire,” but most people would likely 
glaze over it.
I would like to believe that the point 
of its satire piece was to bring light to 
India’s major problem with rape. Rape 
is one of India’s most common crimes 
and surveys show that nearly one in four 
Indian men have committed some form 
of sexual violence toward a woman. In 
the last 20 years, says Arab News, the 
number of reported rapes in India has 
doubled.
This article fails to achieve that 
message, massively and ultimately in a 
distasteful manner. Satire is supposed 
to be full of sarcasm, hyperbole and an 
immense amount of wit, while simulta-
neously drawing attention to oft-over-
looked issues.
If The National Report is going to 
be taken as a serious satire outlet, oddly 
ironic, there needs to be a message 
seeping its way to the audience that 
makes just as much a point as a well-
organized persuasive piece — other-
wise it comes off as inflammatory and 
ultimately unethical.
Indian citizens involved with the 
media are playing their role in stopping 
rape. In the research for this column, 
I’ve come across videos of national 
newscasts in India that show women 
being gang-raped in neighboring Arab 
countries, followed by the public hang-
ing of the men who committed the 
act. The media is reporting on these 
“out-of-town” cases because the people 
are demanding the same be done in 
India. The woman’s screams and cries 
for unanswered help are terrifying and 
the justice brought to the gang-rapers 
that followed likely will do wonders in 
bringing down the prevalence of rape in 
India by showing first-hand evidence of 
the disaster and trauma it causes.
Regardless of how India decides to 
solve its rape prevalence, nearly every 
solution will be more effective than 
an American wanna-be satirical news 
outlet essentially making fun of rape in 
India.
While going off on a news outlet 
that doesn’t share the dominance of 
others may be petty of me, I feel like it 
is this kind of attitude that needs to be 
nipped in the bud, so to speak. Satire 
is not sarcasm or humor for the simple 
sake of it, but conscious representa-
tion of underrepresented or ignored 
material. Be it a friend’s attitude, a news 
outlet’s attitude, or a wanna-be satiri-
cal website’s attitude, there is always an 
ethical line, one that even The Onion 
knows how to manage in the most 
ridiculous of times.
Blake Lanser/Iowa State Daily
With an influx of ISU students using the CyRide 
services on campus, the Ames City Council and  
the Government of the Student Body must agree 
on sources of funding for new bus routes.
Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
The satirical website The National Report fails to achieve point about India’s major problem with rape, argues columnist Ian Timberlake. 
Other websites that use satire, including The Onion, recognize the ethics of bringing important issues to light through balanced sarcasm.
Ethical boundaries of satire
By Ian.Timberlake
@iowastatedaily.com
Advancement toward equality takes time 
to find balance among all characteristics
By Phil.Brown
@iowastatedaily.com
‘Humor’ article on rape 
goes too far for laughs
No. 24 Iowa State saw its seven-game 
winning streak begin and end at the 
hands of No. 22 Kansas.
On Wednesday, the No. 22 Jayhawks 
(21-6, 11-3 Big 12) defeated the No. 24 
Cyclones (17-7, 10-3 Big 12) in four sets 
(25-21, 25-23, 22-25, 25-20) at Hilton 
Coliseum.
“I think we struggled to get a compet-
itive sense going,” said sophomore right 
side hitter Mackenzie Bigbee. “I thought 
we went on runs, and then we had our 
lulls.”
Those lulls, said ISU coach Christy 
Johnson-Lynch, were attributed to a poor 
offensive outing, notably in the team’s 
serving.
“We missed them at some bad times, 
times when we maybe had an opportu-
nity to make a run when we needed to,” 
Johnson-Lynch said of the Cyclones’ 12 
service errors. “We’re the best serving 
team in the Big 12 and when you take that 
away, what are you left with?”
As a result, Iowa State was left with 
only four service aces to Kansas’ nine, a 
battle Iowa State often wins.
Though they struggled to attain 
momentum throughout the match, 
the Cyclones jumped out to a 3-0 start 
in the first set and appeared poised to 
stretch their winning streak to eight 
matches.
Kansas had other plans, though, and 
the Jayhawks took the next six points and 
did not relinquish the lead en route to 
winning the set. It was Iowa State’s first 
dropped set since their match against 
Texas Tech on Oct. 30.
All four sets were within reach for 
both teams, but Kansas, led by outside 
hitter Chelsea Albers’ 14 kills, was the 
team able to surge late in sets.
On the night, Iowa State was led by a 
career-high 15 kills from redshirt sopho-
more middle blocker Tory Knuth.
Though Knuth gave credit to Kansas’ 
blocking defense in holding down Iowa 
State’s team offense, she attributed her 
individual success to her passers.
“Just connecting well with [setter] 
Jenelle [Hudson],” Knuth said of the key 
to her kills. “The passers were putting up 
good balls so that makes it easier for me 
to attack.”
Senior libero Kristen Hahn led the 
team with 22 digs and redshirt freshman 
outside hitter Morgan Kuhrt stepped up 
with nine kills after receiving increased 
playing time in substituting for freshman 
starter Ciara Capezio.
“She has shown an ability to come 
in and make an impact,” Johnson-Lynch 
said of Kuhrt. “Ciara was struggling a 
little bit … but Morgan seized the op-
portunity and she did a fantastic job. Not 
only did she attack, but she blocked really 
well.”
The Cyclones will return to the court 
on Saturday at TCU with first serve at 
1 p.m.
The No. 22 ISU women’s 
basketball team had the luxury 
of familiar facilities and “Hilton 
Magic” to start the 2013-14 bas-
ketball season, beating North 
Dakota and South Dakota to start 
the season 2-0.
The Cyclones hope to con-
tinue that pattern away from 
the friendly confines of Hilton 
Coliseum.
Iowa State will travel to 
Cincinnati for a road test against 
the Bearcats on Thursday, Nov. 
21, for the earliest out-of-state 
road game since a Nov. 19 match-
up against Creighton in 1999.
ISU coach Bill Fennelly 
expects more of a challenge 
against the Cyclones’ first BCS-
conference matchup of the 
season.
“The word I’d use is balance,” 
Fennelly said of the Bearcats. 
“They play a lot of kids; they can 
score, and I think they can de-
fend from one to five. ... So they 
are bigger, stronger, more athletic 
than the teams we have played to 
this point.”
Iowa State will again be the 
shorter team on the court when it 
faces off against Cincinnati. The 
Bearcats have six players on the 
roster breaking 6-feet, while the 
Cyclones have only three players 
above that height.
Although the Cyclones have 
been the smaller team on the 
court in both games this season, 
they’ve out-rebounded both 
teams by an average of 40-to-36. 
Nicole “Kidd” Blaskowsky, who 
stands at only 5-foot-7, is second 
behind Hallie Christofferson in 
rebounds, averaging seven per 
game.
With rebounding becoming 
an unexpected bright spot, the 
team is now focused on finding 
other ways of scoring aside from 
relying on Christofferson, the 
preseason All-Big 12 forward. 
After going into halftime with 
a slim 35-34 lead against South 
Dakota, Iowa State had to re-
evaluate its game plan.
“We were all looking at one 
point for [Christofferson] to 
score 32 points again,” said ju-
nior Brynn Williamson. “We have 
been so comfortable with rely-
ing on [Christofferson] so much 
that as soon as she wasn’t getting 
the ball, everyone was like, ‘Well, 
now what do we do? Who do we 
look to next?’ [The freshmen] 
need to realize it’s them.”
One of those freshmen is 
Jadda Buckley, who was a scor-
ing machine coming out of high 
school. The top-50 recruit set her 
school’s 3-point record and was 
one of the best shooters Fennelly 
has picked up in a recruiting 
class.
However, the sharp-shooter 
has been a bit gun-shy. Buckley 
leads the team in shooting per-
centage (.556), but has only tak-
en nine shots all season. With 
the first road trip of the year 
Thursday, she hopes to change 
that.
“Coaches have had some dis-
cussions before about me looking 
to score and shoot,” Buckley said. 
“I think it’s an adjustment for me, 
and I’m trying to come along and 
do my best to fit into that role.”
However, the biggest adjust-
ment for the Cyclones on the road 
might be caused by being spoiled 
at home. After two home games 
averaging nearly 10,000 fans, the 
Cyclones will have to adapt to a 
quieter game as Cincinnati aver-
ages about 600 fans per game.
“It’s one of those games 
where we have to generate our 
own enthusiasm and our own 
effort, and that’s hard,” Fennelly 
said. “That’s something you have 
to deal with going on the road. 
It’s a weird part, but hopefully we 
can handle it.”
The Cyclones will tipoff 
against Cincinnati at 6 p.m. on 
Thursday.
The sun has been down for hours. Most students are 
hitting the books or winding down for the night but the ISU 
Women’s Hockey Club is just getting started.
After waiting for teenagers from a local hockey league 
to clear the ice, the Women’s Hockey Club wastes no time 
getting started. Assistant coach Kelly Gibbons, junior in 
open option, can’t help but feel excited watching this year’s 
team prepare for practice.
“We’ve got a lot of young talent,” Gibbons said. “Over 
half of the team is freshmen and sophomores, and they’re 
looking really good. This could be a big year for the team.”
The Women’s Hockey Club finished last season with 
a 5-11-0 record, getting outscored by a total of 89-34. Just 
eight games into this season, the team has already sur-
passed last year’s win total with 6-2-0 start, outscoring op-
ponents 48-15.
Those six wins all came in series sweeps against the 
Iowa, South Dakota State and three-time defending na-
tional champions Rainy River Community College.
The string of early wins is largely due to the launch of 
the team’s website, said captain Ashley Bye, junior in indus-
trial engineering.
“[In] past years we’ve had to skate some games with 10 
players or less,” said Bye, who has racked up six goals and 
three assists this season at the forward position. “We set up 
a new website in hopes of being able to recruit better. … 
This year we have 22 players and suit 20 for games.”
One of those new recruits is freshman goalie Sophie 
Puente, from New Prague, Minn. Puente, who is 3-1 in the 
net this season, leads the team in save percentage at .889 
and has recorded shut-outs against both Rainy River and 
South Dakota State.
“I knew I wanted to come to ISU for my major,” Puente 
said, a pre-athletic training student. “When I found out 
there was a hockey team, I was really excited. I’ve been 
playing for 11 years, and it’s something I’m glad I can keep 
doing.”
Underclassmen are also contributing on the offensive 
end, tallying 37 of the team’s 48 goals and 32 of the 43 total 
assists thus far. Sophomore Millie Luedtke alone has tallied 
13 goals and five assists this season.
“Millie kind of likes to show off,” Gibbons said of the 
forward. “But hey, she’s pretty good at it, so we don’t mind.”
Credit for the club’s early victories is also given to the 
work ethic and mentality of the members.
“We sort of have that [underdog] feeling,” Puente said. 
“We practice hard, though, and I think that shows when we 
play.”
Gibbons said that as the club works to continue its 
success, the team is trying to remain humbly ambitious.
“Last year, ‘nationals’ wasn’t even in our vocabulary, 
but it looks like this year we’ve got the chance,” Gibbons 
said. “Last year and this year, they’re totally black and 
white.”
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Suhaib Tawil/Iowa State Daily
No. 12 Tory Knuth spikes the ball into the Jayhawk defense on Wednesday at Hilton Coliseum.  
The Cyclones fell 1-3 to Kansas, which broke the team’s seven-game winning streak.
Blake Lanser/Iowa State Daily
Members of the Women’s Hockey Club practices Saturday at the Ames/ISU Ice Arena. The club has started its current season with a 6-2 record, already surpassing last year’s total wins overall.
By Mike.Randleman
@iowastatedaily.com
By Harrison.March
@iowastatedaily.com
Women’s Hockey Club looks ahead to ‘big year’
Jayhawks put end to Cyclones’ 7-game winning streak
Women’s basketball heads to Cincinnati for season’s 1st road test
File: Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Freshman Jadda Buckley drives 
the ball down the court during 
the game against South Dakota 
on Nov. 13. The Cyclones will face 
the Bearcats on Thursday night for 
their first away game this season.
By Alex.Gookin
@iowastatedaily.com
When Paul Rhoads 
watched the ISU offensive 
line practice at the begin-
ning of the year, it left a lot 
to be desired.
Now near the end of 
the 2013, the ISU coach 
can watch the unit and 
count higher than “one-
thousand-three” in regards 
to how long the line’s pass 
protection can hold up, 
something that he wasn’t 
close to doing for a large 
part of the season.
Despite the Cyclones’ 
loss to Oklahoma (1-9, 0-7 
Big 12), Rhoads noticed 
certain techniques from 
the linemen that showed 
improvement.
“It’s something as sub-
tle as, ‘I’m leaving this de-
fender, and I’m going up to 
this, and instead of hang-
ing with two hands or a 
hand, it’s a push of the fore-
arm,’” Rhoads said. “And I 
saw a couple of those really 
getting executed success-
fully as you’re buying time 
for the next guy to show up 
and clean up his block that 
attributed to those longer 
runs that we had in the first 
part of the game [against 
Oklahoma].”
In last week’s game 
against the Sooners, Iowa 
State sent its ninth start-
ing offensive line unit in 
10 games onto the field. It 
hasn’t been a secret that 
the offensive line has strug-
gled with consistency this 
season, due in large part 
to injuries that have forced 
players into starting roles.
Iowa State has put a 
young group in the trench-
es on offense for most of 
the season and Saturday’s 
starters will be no different. 
The Cyclones will 
have a redshirt freshman, 
two redshirt sophomores 
and two redshirt juniors 
starting Saturday against 
Kansas.
Even though the group 
has been a patchwork of 
sorts throughout the sea-
son, the ISU coaches have 
noticed an added sense of 
comfort from the unit in 
pass protection for quar-
terbacks Grant Rohach and 
Sam Richardson as well as 
working to stimulate the 
ISU running game. 
The Cyclones feel they 
are close to having a com-
plete game.
“If you watch the OU 
game, especially in the 
first half, you see a bunch 
of well-blocked plays that 
some squirted for good 
gains and others were very 
close,” said ISU offensive 
coordinator Courtney 
Messingham. “But I felt like 
the [offensive line] played 
better as a unit, especially 
in the running game.”
Van Der Kamp surprised 
by Senior Bowl invite
Iowa State fans found 
out on Monday that ISU 
senior punter Kirby Van 
Der Kamp was given an in-
vitation to the 2014 Senior 
Bowl in Mobile, Ala., but he 
was surprised to find out 
the night before.
In team meetings 
on Sunday, Rhoads an-
nounced that Van Der 
Kamp was selected to at-
tend the January event, 
much to the surprise 
of the West Des Moines 
native.
He will be the first 
Cyclone to attend the 
Senior Bowl since Leonard 
Johnson and Kelechi 
Osemele attended in 2011. 
Van Der Kamp said he 
hopes to be as successful 
with his football career as 
those two NFL players have 
been.
“It will be a great 
experience and it’s just 
nice to know people have 
been watching me in my 
overall career and see 
something in me,” Van Der 
Kamp said.
The men’s soccer club es-
caped Iowa’s cold weather tempo-
rarily when it traveled to Phoenix 
for nationals Wednesday.
The club fell short of earn-
ing a spot in the championship 
bracket of the tournament, but 
its strong effort throughout re-
gionals has earned it a spot in the 
open bracket at nationals.
After advancing past group 
play for the first time in club his-
tory last season, this year’s team 
is hoping to make even more 
progress. 
Club coach Andreas 
Commins believes the depth of 
this year’s team will provide the 
men an advantage as they pre-
pare for a three-game span dur-
ing a 24-hour time period.
The other three teams the 
club will compete against within 
their group include Northern 
Arizona, Villanova and Miami. 
The winner of group play will ad-
vance to the quarterfinals.
The club hopes its sched-
ule packed with Division III and 
junior college level competi-
tion has better prepared it for 
nationals.
“We went to Loras earlier 
this year, which is one of the best 
Division III programs in the na-
tion, just a tough team at their JV 
and varsity level,” Commins said. 
“Those are teams that practice 
five days a week and take part in 
as heavy strength and condition-
ing programs as regular college 
programs.
“We went in as a club team 
and got a tie at Loras, which was 
great. We’ve played a pretty high 
level of competition this year and 
done very well.”
In addition to a busy sched-
ule of matches, the club has add-
ed three two-a-day practices for 
the past month in preparation 
for nationals. This organization 
was nonexistent in the team’s 
schedule prior to Commins ar-
rival as coach last season.
“A couple of years ago coach 
Commins came into the picture 
and it was really nice to have that 
kind of leadership,” said senior 
and left center back Evan Brooks. 
“He really helped organize the 
club a lot and from there we be-
came a lot more serious about 
the commitment and it feels like 
a legitimate program with the 
practice schedule and the com-
mitment level.”
The arrival of Commins led 
to the most successful season the 
club’s ever experienced a year 
ago and players expect the club 
to make an even further step for-
ward on Thursday.
“I feel like we’ve put in a 
good amount of effort and defi-
nitely deserve to win,” said Abdul 
Daoud, midfielder and club pres-
ident. “The team really has to fo-
cus on keeping it all on the field, 
and not letting any of the other 
teams get in our head.
“As long as we keep doing 
what we’ve been doing all sea-
son, we really don’t have much to 
worry about.”
Unlike last season, this 
year’s team has had to overcome 
ankle injuries to key scorers 
Simon Goettl and Jesse Hanes. 
Commins is optimistic Goettl 
will return for Thursday but said 
it is less likely Hanes will be able 
to play.
With such a deep roster 
Commins will look to others on 
the team to score goals if Goettl 
or Hanes are unable to compete.
“This year our talent is pret-
ty solid above average across the 
board. We’ve gotten goals from 
different people when we needed 
them,” Commins said. “We don’t 
have one primary goal scorer, or 
one guy that creates everything. 
Every game it seems like some-
one else has stepped up and had 
a great game.”
Information about The Grove to go in this box.
Street • City, ST 11111
1-888-GROVE4U GOGROVE.COM
facebook.com/GroveCityName
@GroveCityName
NOW LEASING 
FOR 2014-2015
515.232.1046
gogrove.com
Ask us about our NEW shuttle bus!
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Thursday at 9:45 a.m. vs Northern Arizona
Thursday afternoon vs Villanova
Friday at 10 a.m. vs Miami
*Winner of group play advances  
to quarterfinals
Where: Reach 11 Sports Complex  
in Phoenix, Ariz.
Iowa State’s Group 
Play Schedule
 
File: Brian Achenbach/Iowa State Daily
Quaterback No. 12 Sam Richardson sets his offensive line inside Jack Trice Stadium. Coach Paul Rhoads has seen great im-
provement in the young offensive team this season, even with having nine different starting offenses in the past 10 games. 
File: Riley Eveleth/Iowa State Daily
Striker Simon Goettl kicks the ball at the ISU men’s soccer club practice in 
September. The club will compete in the open championship bracket at na-
tionals in Phoenix.  The club will play three games during a 24-hour span. 
Goettl is currently nursing an ankle injury but should return for nationals.
Youthful group 
makes room  
for improvement 
as a single unit
3 games in 24 hours 
await team as it 
heads to Arizona
By Kyle.Heim
@iowastatedaily.com
The team really 
has to focus on 
keeping it all on 
the field, and not 
letting any of the 
other teams get in 
our head. As long 
as we keep doing 
what we’ve been 
doing all season, 
we really don’t 
have much to 
worry about.”
Abdul Daoud, midfielder 
and club president
Soccer club escapes Iowa weather for open bracket nationals play
Patchwork offensive line makes strides in pass protection
By Dylan.Montz
@iowastatedaily.com
The sequel to “The Hunger 
Games” finally is coming to 
a theater near you. Starring 
Jennifer Lawrence and Josh 
Hutcherson, “The Hunger 
Games: Catching Fire” is eas-
ily one of the most antici-
pated sequels set to release 
this year. Many students at 
Iowa State and all across the 
country are getting excited 
about it.
“My roommates and I 
have been geeking about go-
ing to see ‘Catching Fire’ for 
weeks,” said Morgan Fleener, 
senior in journalism and mass 
communication. “It’ll be excit-
ing to compare the thrill and 
quality between the first and 
second movie.”
In the sequel, Katniss 
Everdeen (Lawrence) and 
Peeta Mellark (Hutcherson) 
head home to District 12 after 
becoming the victors of the 
74th annual Hunger Games. 
Once they arrive home, they 
embark on a “Victory Tour” 
in order to celebrate their 
success. 
However, upon speaking 
to the president during this 
victory tour, it appears that 
he is outraged that they had 
broken the final rules that 
allowed only one of them to 
win the 74th annual Hunger 
Games rather than both of 
them.
The 75th annual Hunger 
Games approaches, and 
little do Katniss and Peeta 
know, they will be a part of it. 
Every 25 years, the 
Quarter Quell takes place, in 
which there is an evil twist 
to the games, and for the 3rd 
Quarter Quell, the tributes 
will be reaped from previous vic-
tors of the Hunger Games. 
This will be no easy task to 
come out on top for Katniss and 
Peeta, going up against other vi-
cious victors that will do what-
ever it takes to win.
“After reading the books 
and watching the first movie, I 
am excited to see if ‘Catching 
Fire’ meets my expectations.” 
said Erica Johnson, freshman 
in open-option. I hope that 
it is kept accurate as much as 
possible.”
At the Cinemark Movies 12 
theater in Ames, there will 
be 11 different show-times 
on Thursday night, in-
cluding a double premiere at 
5:20 p.m. The double premiere 
will include a back-to-back pre-
sentation of both “The Hunger 
Games” and “The Hunger 
Games: Catching Fire.” For those 
double feature ticket-holders, 
discounted concessions will also 
be available.
There will also be 14 other 
showtimes each day throughout 
the weekend. More details are 
available on the Cinemark.com 
website.
Tickets can be purchased 
in advance online at Cinemark.
com. The buyer then has the 
choice of printing out your tick-
et at home, or picking up the 
ticket at the kiosk in the movie 
theater lobby. The confirmation 
number will need to be acces-
sible to pick it up.
“Right now, my three room-
mates and I are very, very ex-
cited about the movie,” said 
Melissa Anstey, junior in ag-
ricultural studies. “I watched 
the first movie before I read 
the books, but I read all three 
books in roughly three days. We 
have had our tickets for nearly 
three weeks in anticipation for 
‘Catching Fire.’”
Three showtimes on 
Thursday are already sold out.
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This weekend marks the 
50th anniversary of British 
TV program “Doctor Who.”
The show is about a 
time traveler, called just the 
Doctor, who flies around 
space and time in a 1960s 
phone box, often saving 
humanity or other space 
creatures from intergalactic 
harm. 
To celebrate the anni-
versary, theaters across the 
country will be presenting 
“The Day of the Doctor”, 
a 3-D special bringing to-
gether actors David Tennant, 
Matt Smith and John Hurt 
as different incarnations 
of the Doctor. The episode 
will be released on televi-
sion Saturday, Nov. 23, but 
in the United States the 
theater premiere will not 
be until Monday including 
at Cinemark Movies 12 in 
Ames.
“It’s a humorous sci-fi 
adventure. It’s comedic, but 
[the Doctor] solves problems 
using wit and humor,” said 
Ted Beem, senior in comput-
er engineering.
Beem credits the shows 
longevity to the character of 
the Doctor himself. Thanks 
to the regenerative abili-
ties of the Doctor, the show 
can replace the main char-
acter with different actors 
while still letting the show 
explore what is already been 
established.
“He can change. I al-
most stopped watching in 
season two, but I kept up 
with it because I knew it 
would improve,” Beem said.
The show originally ran 
from 1963 to 1989, but was 
revived in 2005. Much like 
the Doctor himself, the show 
has changed over the years. 
At its start, the show was ed-
ucational, using time travel 
to teach children about his-
tory and science. Now, the 
show is adventure and ori-
ented to all ages rather than 
just children.
With any show running 
as long as “Doctor Who” has, 
fans have their favorite “era” 
of the show.
By Jarrett.Quick
@iowastatedaily.com
By Jordan.Mains
@iowastatedaily.com
Lady Gaga has reinvented 
herself, yet again.
Gaga released her third 
studio album, “ARTPOP,” on 
Nov. 6. 
The synthpop album fea-
tures an array of dance floor-
friendly tracks, upbeat anthems 
and even a heartfelt love ballad.
Although at first listen 
“ARTPOP” sounds musically 
similar to its predecessors, af-
ter examining the album more 
closely, it can be seen that Gaga 
has matured and evolved from 
her original sound while still re-
maining loyal to her established 
style of music that has gained 
her the massive fan base we 
see today.
This album is a lot more fun 
and free spirited than Gaga’s pre-
vious works.  The songs are more 
ambient and carefree, whereas 
many of her tracks on previ-
ous albums were emotional and 
anthemic.
“ARTPOP” begins with a high 
energy track entitled “Aura” that 
begins with a Western-esque 
sound. As the song progresses, 
it evolves into a wave of synth 
sounds and techy vocals. The 
song’s chorus is sexy and em-
powering, and the verses com-
plement it very well.
“ARTPOP” also features a 
few tracks which are seemingly 
more sexual than what Gaga has 
written previously. Songs such 
as “G.U.Y,” “Sexxx Dreams” and 
“Do What U Want” explore Gaga’s 
sexuality through sensual beats 
and lyrics.
“ARTPOP” is probably the 
most experimental track on the 
album with a lot of ambient beats 
and sounds to accompany Gaga’s 
soft vocals. 
Lyrically, the song really 
serves no purpose but to ex-
plain that “‘ARTPOP’ could 
mean anything.” The song has 
a mildly quick tempo but still 
serves as a mellow and soothing 
track.
Gaga also experimented 
with a heavy rap sound in “Jewels 
N’ Drugs” which features T.I., 
Too $hort and Twista. This song 
is definitely something we had 
not seen from Lady Gaga, and 
combines the general sound of 
“ARTPOP” with some rigid rap 
verses.
It is hard to declare a defini-
tive “best track” on ARTPOP be-
cause it really depends on what 
you are looking for within the 
album. 
If you have previously en-
joyed Gaga’s slow and power-
ful ballads such as “Speechless” 
from The Fame or “You & I” from 
Born This Way, you will fall mad-
ly in love with “Dope,” the most 
emotionally charged song on the 
album with plenty of piano and 
strong vocals.
“Mary Jane Holland” is defi-
nitely a worthy contender in the 
run for best track of the album, 
with a lot of sounds put together 
to make an extremely high en-
ergy song with strong vocals and 
a catchy bridge and chorus. The 
song is definitely dance-worthy 
and just an all around feel-good 
track.
The only drawback of 
“ARTPOP” is that the songs may 
be more enjoyable to Gaga’s fan 
base rather than average radio 
listeners.
Overall, the album’s tracks 
and make-up fit very well to-
gether, and it is a fantastic 
composition.
Legends on the big screen
Lady Gaga reinvents self, music styles with ‘ARTPOP’
By Amanda.Meyer
@iowastatedaily.com
Andrew Clawson/Iowa State Daily
Both the 50th anniversary “Doctor Who” special and “The Hunger Games: Catching Fire” will be released into 
theaters this weekend. Fans have eagerly awaited their arrivals, with three “Catching Fire” showtimes sold out.
Jonathan Krueger/Iowa State Daily
‘Hunger Games’ 
sequel lights up 
theaters, ignites 
fire in fanbase
‘Doctor Who’ 
fandom awaits  
50th anniversary 
celebration  
of internationally 
popular show
Songs fit together  
to create complete, 
fan-pleasing album
RATING:
Los Angeles-based pop groups 
Capital Cities, Fitz and the Tantrums, 
and Beat Club brought a tidal wave 
of cheery pop music to Stephens 
Auditorium as part of their Bright 
Futures Tour on Tuesday.
The show was an event pre-
sented by the Student Union Board 
and was funded in part by the 
Government of the Student Body. 
About two-thirds of Stephens 
Auditorium was filled by fans of the 
groups.
Capital Cities is a duo from Los 
Angeles that met on Craigslist in 
2008, and started out writing jingles 
for commercials. Their debut album, 
“In a Tidal Wave of Mystery,” was 
released this summer, featuring the 
radio hit “Safe and Sound.” The song 
has been featured on many national 
commercials, and went platinum in 
August.
“I first heard Capital Cities on 
the radio,” said Nate Doggett, a 
freshman in pre-architecture and 
a fan who came to the show. “‘Safe 
and Sound’ gets played pretty often. 
[Their music] is uplifting; it’s pretty 
upbeat; I like it.”
Fitz and the Tantrums is an in-
die sextet also from Los Angeles. 
The group formed in 2008 when 
lead singer Michael Fitzpatrick was 
inspired to start writing songs af-
ter a breakup. Since then, the band 
has released two studio albums 
and has played on shows includ-
ing Jimmy Kimmel and CBS This 
Morning.
Capital Cities and Fitz and the 
Tantrums set themselves apart in 
the pop scene due to their use of 
horns. Both bands have received 
critical acclaim for this distinction. 
Capital Cities’ Spencer Ludwig plays 
trumpet, and Fitz and the Tantrums’ 
James King plays saxophone.
Opening for the two headlining 
acts was up-and-coming pop band 
Beat Club.
“I love it here,” said vocalist/
keyboardist Jeff Kite. “[The show was 
great], we had so much fun. We met 
[Capital Cities] the day of the first 
show. I’m not sure how it all came 
together. I think they were looking 
for opening bands for their tour. We 
were submitted, they checked out 
a few of our songs, they liked what 
they heard, and that’s how it went 
down.”
Capital Cities was the second 
act of the evening. They opened with 
their hit single “Kangaroo Court” 
and got the audience moving right 
away. The band played through most 
of their album, and closed out their 
segment with an extended version of 
Safe and Sound.
Fitz and the Tantrums closed 
out the night with a performance 
that really energized the crowd. They 
played songs from their most recent 
and original albums, including hits 
“Breakin’ the Chains of Love,” “Out 
of My League” and “Moneygrabber.”
The evening’s climax was 
when Capital Cities’ trumpet player 
Ludwig rushed on stage to square off 
with the Tantrums’ saxophonist King 
in a musical battle. The audience 
was extremely excited as the two 
horn players dueled.
“We could not be happier to be 
on the road for this tour with Capital 
Cities,” Fitzpatrick said.
Capital Cities ended the night 
promising they will be coming back.
By Michael.Zanten
@iowastatedaily.com
Indie-pop bands rock out   
at Stephens Auditorium
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Fitz and the Tantrums, 
Capital Cities energize 
fans with upbeat pop 
performance in Ames
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Capital Cities performed with Fitz and the Tantrums and Beat Club, all 
Los Angeles indie-pop groups, as part of their Bright Futures Tour on 
Tuesday at Stephens Auditorium as part of the fall music lineup. 
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Beat Club, a Los Angeles pop group, opened for Capital Cities and Fitz and 
the Tantrums on their Bright Futures Tour which kicked off in Richmond, 
Va. The groups performed at Stephens Auditorium on Tuesday. 
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Fitz and the Tantrums, indie-pop group from Los Angeles, performed 
with Capital Cities and Beat Club at Stephens Auditorium on Tuesday  
as part of their Bright Futures Tour which heads to Minnesota next. 
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Capital Cities, an idie-pop band from Los Angeles, performed with  
Fitz and the Tantrums and Beat Club, also from Los Angeles, Tuesday  
at Stephens Auditorium, which was attended by students and others. 
EARN WHERE YOU LEARN!
Senior Advertising Account Executive
Part-Time / Graduate Students / Internship Candidates
When was the last time you were PAID to go to school? 
How would you like to have unlimited earning potential while taking a class?
General Description:
The Senior Advertising Account Executive targets potential advertising clients 
and develops relationships in order to acquire new advertising accounts, as well 
as maintains relationships and favorable contacts with current and potential 
advertising accounts. He/she liaises closely with his/her clients throughout 
ad campaigns, often on a daily basis. He/she manages administrative and ad 
campaign work, ensuring that everything is completed on time, on budget, and 
meets the customers’ expectations.
Responsibilities:
1. Manage a portfolio of accounts to build assigned territory and increase market 
share; Maintain electronic and printed client account records.
2. Achieve sales targets, relying on extensive experience and judgment to plan 
and accomplish goals.
3. Meet and liaise with clients to discuss and identify their advertising 
requirements. 
4. Make “pitches” to try to win new business for the agency.
5. Work with Sales & Marketing Director to devise an advertising campaign that 
meets the client's brief and budget. Become and remain familiar with a variety 
of the field's concepts, practices, and procedures.
6. Present creative work to clients to obtain approval and/or modification.
7. Lead and direct the work of other Advertising Account Executives; Act as a 
mentor and trainer with junior staff members.
8. Brief media, creative, and research staff, and assist with the formulation of 
marketing and ad campaign strategies.
9. Act as the link between the client and agency by maintaining regular contact 
with both, negotiating with clients and agency staff about the details of 
campaigns, and ensuring that communication flows effectively.
10. Monitor the effectiveness of campaigns; Deliver and present client reports.
11. Complete administrative work, as required.
Apply at:
http://www.iowastatedaily.com/apply/
Iowa State Daily, 108 Hamilton Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011
Send Inquiries To:
apply@iowastatedaily.com
Skills:
• Excellent spoken and written communication skills
• Strong presentation and negotiation skills
• Confidence, tact, and a persuasive manner
• Excellent organizational and time management skills
• Excellent “people skills,” for working with a range of colleagues and clients
• Ability to meet deadlines and reach goals
• A professional manner
• Excellent business sense
Honey Creek Resort State Park is seeking an 
experienced manager for Rathburn Lakeshore 
Grille.  Applicants will need hands-on 
approach and the ability to drive and lead the 
front of house team. Should have prior food 
& beverage exp; recruit, train, schedule, sta , 
and monitor labor costs.
Restaurant Manager
Email resume to: patrickk@honeycreekresort.com
Motor Coach Operator
Basic qualifications are:
• Like to work with groups.
• Have a Class A or B CDL with passenger & airbrake endorsement.
• Business like appearance.
• At least 25 years old.
• No DUI in prior 7-yrs.
• No more than 3 moving violations in prior 3-yrs.
• No more than 1chargeable accident in the prior 3–yrs.
We need full and part-time Des Moines area drivers. 
We offer competitive pay 
and benefits. 
Applicants should call 
Trans Iowa Charters 
at 800-310-6754 
or apply on-line at 
www.transiowa.com/join
Each year thousands of Iowans 
are hurt at work, but many fail to 
learn the Injured Workers Bill of Rights which includes: 
1. Payment of Mileage at $.565 per mile 2. Money for 
Permanent Disability 3. 2nd Medical Opinion in Admitted 
Claims. . . . A New Book reveals your other rights, 5 Things 
to Know Before Signing Forms or Hiring an Attorney and 
much more. The book is being offered to you at no cost 
because since 1997, Iowa Work Injury Attorney Corey 
Walker has seen the consequences of client's costly mistakes. 
If you or a loved one have been hurt at work and do not have 
an attorney claim your copy (while supplies last) Call Now 
(800)-707-2552, ext. 311 (24 Hour Recording) or go to   
www.IowaWorkInjury.com. Our Guarantee- If you have 
been injured and do not learn at least one thing from our book 
call us and we will donate $1,000 to your charity of choice.
How You Can Avoid
7 Costly Mistakes if
Hurt at Work
TOLL FREE
Our audiologists specialize in providing 
extensive, comprehensive patient care.
 (800) 233-4327
www.WoodardHearing.com
16 IOWA LOCATIONS
Now Leasing for 2014
www.universitytowersames.com 
111 Lynn Ave #101 • 515-292-2236
Efficiencies 1, 2, & 3 BR 
Available 
A step
above the 
rest!
Fitness 
Center
Garage 
Parking
Indoor Pool
Celebrate the arrival of the Christmas season
We are located 6 & 9 miles north of I-80, Exit 54
www.danishwindmill.com
Julefest 2013
Danish Villages
Elk Horn & Kimballton, Iowa
November 29 & 30
Unique Gift Shops & Craft Fairs, Danish Food & Traditions
Historical Attractions, Winery, Christmas Concert
Free Events and Parking
“Jul” 
Love It!
Flint Hills Resources in Menlo, IA is looking to expand 
our team. 
*Challenging and fulﬁ lling career
*Safe work environment
*401K and a pension 
We currently have posiƟ ons available in OperaƟ ons and 
Maintenance. 
OperaƟ ons start @ $20/hr
Maintenance start @ $22/hr or more depending upon 
experience
 
We are an equal opportunity employer. M/F/D/V
Except where prohibited by state law, all oī ers of employment are condiƟ oned 
upon successfully passing a drug test.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
www.fhrcareers.com
1st in Selection 1st in Price 1st in Location
• Efficiency, 1-5 BR Apartments
• Managing 725 + units with 300
   units within 3 blocks of campus!
205 Beach
258 N. Hyland 1401 N. Dakota
Don’t M
iss Out!
 Call ab
out bein
g a pre-
approva
l!
 w w w. f p m o f a m e s . c o m 292-5020
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Bosch geothermal heating and cooling systems can save you up to 
70% on your home energy bills. With an additional 30% federal tax 
credit, these systems are now more affordable than ever! 
Visit our site to find out  
how much you can save.
BoschGeo.com/PropanePig 
Propane bills too high?
Stop feeding the pig and get Geo.
There’s a new name 
in health insurance.
Insured or not, better health insurance
options are here. Find us on the new
Marketplace or through your local
agent or broker.
Call 1.866.217.6111
Our
experts
can
help!
C
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Open enrollment has begun. Choose a plan that’s right for you.
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
BEFORE YOU BUY - CALL QSI
• RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • AGRICULTURAL • EQUESTRIAN
• FULLY INSURED 
• LISCENSED ICC GENERAL 
CONTRACTOR
• STEEL ROOF & SIDES     
• 90 MPH WIND LOAD
• 8’ O/C POST-SPACING
• 4’ O/C TRUSS SPACING
• 30LB. TRUSS LOAD
• 3PLY LAMINATED POSTS 
(60 YR. WTY.)
• 16 COLORS AVAILABLE
1-800-374-6988
Call for a free estimate
Includes:
30’ x 60’ x 12’ Open Sided 
Building             $16,500
• Five 12´ Open Bays
• 3´ Overhang on open-side
• Delivery & Installation
       (Travel charges may apply.) www.qualitystructures.com
2013 NFBA 
Building of the 
Year Award 
Winner!
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
•Rentals
•Sorority
& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 25 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
56 Beers on Tap
Pool, Darts, and
 Live Music
127 Main St.  233-5084
Free Pool Sundays
Daily Drink Specials
125 Main St.  232-1528
Open Mon-Sat @4PM
 
 
Friday Nov. 22
8 pm 21+
$10
Dead Larry
Useful
 Jenkins &  
 
Thursday Nov. 21 
7 pm 21+
$10
Tram
pled Under Foot  
Saturday Nov. 23
8 pm 21+
Free
Brick House
Tickets can be purchased online
at DGsTapHouse.com
 
  
Tuesday Nov. 26
8 pm 21+
Free
Clock
work Calling
Eight Up
BRICK
HOUSE CL CKWORKCALLING UP8
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
Today’s Birthday 
(11/21/13) 
Creative fun recurs as a theme 
this year. Align your work with 
your passions for professional 
thriving. Partnerships (both at 
work and home) grow in this 
light. Your muses especially 
produce in autumn and again in 
spring. Express your inspiration, 
and share or launch next 
summer. Balance with time for 
yourself, especially after October. 
You’re in demand.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 
0 the most challenging.
Aries
(March 21-April 19)
Today is a 7 -- There’s plenty 
to do at home. A little bit of 
cleaning and organizing benefits 
you in the long run. Deliver your 
message ... tweet or post to your 
heart’s desire. Add your own 
clever touches. You have what’s 
needed.
Taurus 
(April 20-May 20) 
Today is an 8 -- Less structure 
may mean more creative results. 
Don’t push within the group. 
Agree to disagree. You have no 
trouble getting your message 
across. Get the invitations sent. 
Don’t gamble. It’s not time to 
go, yet.
Gemini 
(May 21-June 20)
Today is a 9 -- Your intuition 
helps with unstable conditions. 
Finish household chores. Arrive 
early to avoid stress. Devise 
a strong sales pitch. Listen 
attentively. Good news arrives 
from far away. Get crazy excited.
Cancer 
(June 21-July 22)
Today is a 9 -- You’re up to 
big things and can’t do all of 
them alone. Get the family to 
help and gain more than you 
thought possible in areas you 
weren’t even considering. Work 
interferes with travel. 
Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Disagreement 
requires compromise. But wait 
... don’t make promises you can’t 
keep. This one’s tough. You’re 
in charge. Your partner comes 
up with a good idea, financial 
or otherwise. Work it out. 
Communication is the key.
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Do your 
homework at home or with 
friends. Romance may be 
difficult, but not impossible, 
especially if you use the right 
words. Don’t be intimidated. 
Reveal your true feelings. 
Libra 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
Today is an 8 -- Technical 
difficulties spur you to identify 
and surpass a major barrier. 
Add passion to your work 
(and to your romance). Gentle 
persuasion works better. Get 
creative in your attire. 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
 Today is a 9 -- A surprise 
doesn’t necessarily have to be 
unpleasant. It’s all in how you 
look at it. You may even discover 
a treasure that’s hidden at first. 
Keep track of the money coming 
in. Intuition requires verification. 
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 -- A group extends 
an invitation. Clear up confusion 
before proceeding. Costs may 
be higher than expected. Get 
another perspective, possibly 
from a friend who knows you 
well. Consider the big picture 
impact.
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
 Today is a 9 -- Temporary 
confusion or disruption could 
throw you off your game. Don’t 
get lost in the day-to-day static. 
You have bigger and better fish 
to fry. Offer advice only if asked. 
Hold out for the best deal.
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
Today is a 9 -- Hone your 
powers of persuasion at work. 
But beware ... jealousies could 
erupt. Pay back a debt, quietly. 
Unexpected news helps you in 
figuring out how to go farther. 
Suddenly you achieve results.
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 -- What you edit 
out is just as important in telling 
the story as what you leave in. 
Being non-judgmental makes a 
difference in your and their life. 
Your innocence is very charming, 
too.
1 ”Are you serious?”
5 Handicapper’s 
concern
9 Class __
14 Doth possess
15 Los Angeles, for 
one
16 High nest
17 Opposed party
18 *Filet mignon dish 
named for a goddess
20 Jet sounds
22 Proactiv target
23 Was in the van-
guard
24 *Emergency 
supplies
27 Dog in Baum 
stories
28 Dangerous fly
33 Puffin kin
36 Sizable music 
combo
39 Planted
40 Troubled youth 
literally hiding in each 
answer to a starred 
clue
44 Fable
45 Makes the scene
46 I trouble?
47 Slob’s napkin
50 Spheres studied 
by Mendel
52 *Pipe-smoking 
royal
58 Tailless primate
61 Explorer on Nick Jr.
62 Art support
63 *Fictional rank 
above Padawan
67 Pro __
68 Where the action is
69 Former Neet rival
70 Similar
71 Face-off locales
72 Low joint
73 Wings, for instance
1 Marina structure
2 Ho Chi Minh Mau-
soleum city
3 Rose essence
4 Need of a 53-Down
5 Brief missions?
6 Hi and Lois’s 
daughter
7 Foreboding
8 Cupboard arrange-
ment
9 Officers-to-be
10 Floral wreath
11 Word-of-mouth
12 Riesling product
13 Aid factor
19 Grow together
21 Rock-filled
25 It can be viewed 
with a scanning tun-
neling microscope
26 Column style
29 Paranormal ability
30 Tip for a croupier
31 Large gulp
32 Prefix with 
skeleton
33 Book after John
34 River through Orsk
35 Broccoli relative
37 Prefix with 
skeleton
38 Metronome set-
tings
41 Prize component?
42 “The Lady & Sons 
Savannah Country 
Cookbook” author 
Paula
43 Stylebook subject
48 Stoli and SKYY
49 Tar Heel State 
campus
51 Egyptian amulet
53 Solution for 
4-Down
54 2010 Supreme 
Court appointee
55 Honshu port
56 Admit to the club
57 Twisty-horned 
antelope
58 Admitting a 
breeze, perhaps
59 “Frasier” actress 
Gilpin
60 Shangri-la
64 Press coverage
65 Make haste
66 Uno e due
Crossword
Across
Down
Sudoku by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains every digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to 
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
LEVEL: 1 2 3 4
Horoscope by  Linda Black
Daily Fun & Games
Puzzle answers available online at: www.iowastatedaily.com/puzzles
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Best lease purchase in the USA, 99 /
gal. fuel program, newest tractors & 
trailers available anywhere.  Top pay, 
medical insurance program, good 
miles Hirschbach 888-514-6005 
www.drive4hml.com (INCN)
"Partners in Excellence" OTR Drivers 
APU Equipped Pre-Pass EZ-pass 
passenger policy. 2012 & Newer 
equipment. 100% NO touch. Butler 
Transport 1-800-528-7825 www.
butlertransport.com (INCN)
This classified spot for sale. Advertise 
your product or recruit an applicant 
in over 250 Iowa newspapers! Only 
$300/week. Call this paper or 800-
227-7636 www.cnaads.com (INCN)
Fulltime staff writer. Cover courts, 
police, fire, county, government. 
Journalism or communications 
degree, experience with InDesign. 
Full Benefits, send resume: Robin 
Delaney- Managing Editor, Fort 
Madison Daily Democrat. 1226 
Avenue H, Fort Madison, IA 52627 
email: editor@dailydem.com (INCN)
3RD SHIFT INDUSTRIAL PAINTER at 
ALMACO in Nevada, Iowa.   Paints 
ALMACO agricultural research 
equipment using spray system - 
ALMACO.COM to apply! Prescreens 
required. EOE. (INCN)
TanTara Transportation is now hiring 
OTR Company Flatbed Drivers and 
Owner Operators. Competitive 
Pay and Home Time. Call us @ 800-
650-0292 or apply online at www.
tantara.us (INCN)
Class A CDL Drivers Wanted! 
Iowa Based Dedicated Customer 
Account, Consistent Home-Time, 
Excellent Pay ($55-60K annually) and 
Benefit Package! Call 800-397-8132 
or apply online www.drivejtc.com 
(INCN)
OTR Company Drivers, Class A CDL, 
23 yrs of age. Health insurance, Den-
tal/Vision. Pd Vacation & Company 
matched 401K. Safety/Performance 
Incentives. Home time. Call Monson 
and Sons @ 1-800-463-4097 or ext 
110. EOE. (INCN)
Drivers: CDL-A Train and work for us! 
Professional, focused CDL training 
available. Choose Company Driver, 
Owner Operator, Lease Operator or 
Lease Trainer. (877) 369-7895 www.
CentralTruckDrivingJobs.com (INCN)
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM  Paid survey 
takers needed in Ames. 100% free to 
join. Click on surveys.
Journeymen Electrician and 
Electrician Helpers  Wisconsin Based 
Co. Looking to hire Journeymen 
Electrician for multi family project 
starting in November. Please provide 
proof of License and Experience. 
Traveling a MUST! Also looking to 
hire Electrician Helpers, Traveling 
a MUST! Send resume to PO Box 
1642, Rhinelander WI 54501. Or call 
for more information 715-362-9410  
Email kadlecwindy@gmail.com
Carpenters/Framer
Beisser Lumber is in need of FT framers. 
Competitive wage/benefi t pkg. 
Valid DL & drug screening.
Send resume:
rlambertsen@beisserlumber.com 
or call Rob @ 515-986-1706
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